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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I = [a, b] be a compact interval, C(I) be the set of continuous, real- 
valued functions defined on 1, and p > 0. Suppose f(x) = g(x) B(x) where 
g, B E C(I), g(x) > 0 on 1, and B has finitely many zeros x1 , x2 ,..., x, in I. 
Let R+(n, m) denote the set of all rational functions R == P/Q where P is a 
polynomial of degree IZ or less, Q is a polynomial of degree m or less, 
P(x) > 0 on 1, and Q(x) > 0 on I. We shall consider the problem of 
approximatingf by elements of the set 
v(p, II, m) = (RPB: R E R+(n, in)}. 
In particular, an element (R*)" B of V(p, n, m) is called a best approximation 
toffrom V(p, 17, nz) if 
IIf- (R")" B/1 =: RE,';:f lip) Ill- - RPB II (1.1) 
where Ij . jl is the uniform norm over 1. 
The problem of Chebyshev approximation by interpolating rationals (1.1) 
(so called because of the inclusion of the factor B) was first considered by 
J. Williams [5] in the case IZ = 0. That is, his approximants involved recip- 
rocals of polynomials. The question of existence of best approximations 
proved to be a difficulty in Williams’ paper. A later paper by G. D. Taylor 
and J. Williams [4] gave examples for which best approximations do not 
exist and established conditions on B and on g which insure the existence 
of best approximations. The purpose of this paper is to extend Taylor and 
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Wilhams’ Theorem 3.1 (conditions on B) to the more general setting of 
approximation from V(p, n, 177) with rz > 0. We do this by using quite 
different methods. In addition, we show that the conditions of this theorem 
are essential when FZ > 2 and n2 2 2. 
As C. B. Dunham [3] notes, the approximation problem (1. I) can be 
regarded as a restricted range approximation problem of g by rational 
functions with respect to a vanishing weight function 1 B (. Dunham 12, 3] 
has given characterization and uniqueness theorems for similar problems. 
In Section 3, we state appropriate characterization and uniqueness resuhs 
for the problem (1.1). 
2. EXISTENCE OF BEST APPROXNATIONS 
‘fn this section, we place conditions on B which insure the existence of 
best approximations to f from V(p, 17, m). Essentially the conditions are 
that the interior zeros of B are of multiplicity less than 2p and the endpoint 
zeros of B are of multiplicity less than 1~. This will be fohowed by showing 
that these conditions are essential when 17 3 2 and 171 3 2 in the sense that 
if B fails to satisfy these conditions, then there is a g E C(I) with g(xj > 0 
on I such that f = gB does not have a best approximation from t’(p, n, m), 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that for v = I,..., s, 
(i) limxAZ,,+ 1 B(x)]/] x - x, Ii, = 0~1 fx, = a oa b, cxd 
(ii) lim,_,,, j B(x)l/l s - x, lag = cc ifx, E (a, b). 
2%~~ f has a best approximation from V( p, 17, m). 
ProoJ Let 
d = Rt,::f ,n~) llf - RaDB 11 
and select a sequence {R,)TEl in R+(t7, m) such that IIf- &pB /I :< d + 1 
for at1 k and I!f- RhPB jl + d as k + cog We may write RI: = PiC/Qi; w”here 
PI; E ni7 7 Ql, E rri I Pk(x) > 0 and Q&X) > 0 on 1, and I/ Qk I\ = 1. Mere T? 
denotes the set of all polynomials of degree i or less. Letting I[{ = 
ii,fi! + d + 1. we see that 
for all k and all x E: I. By (2. I), the Pk are bounded independently of k over 
any set of E + 1 points in I\{xl ,..., x,]. Since ?r12 is an (1~ + I)-dimensional 
Haar subspace of C(I), the Pk are uniformly bounded over I. Thus we may 
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extract convergent subsequences and relabel so that Pk. --j P E mn and 
Qa -+ Q err, uniformly on I as k --+ &. Note that P(x) > 0 and Q(X) > 0 
on 1, I/ Q /I = 1, and 
for all x E I. 
I P(x)“B(x)l < MQW (2.2) 
Since j/ Q // = 1, Q $ 0 and Q can have at most finitely many zeros in 1. 
It remains to show that P/Q is in R+(lz, m) or can be reduced to an element 
of R+(n, no). To do this, we need only show that every zero of Q in I is also 
a zero of P with equal or greater multiplicity. Suppose that x* is a zero 
of Q in I. If x* E 1\{xr ?..., . . s , r } (2.2) implies that 
for some Ml > 0 and all x in some neighborhood of x*. Thus X* is a zero 
of P with multiplicity greater than or equal to its multiplicity as a zero 
of Q. Suppose x* = x, E (a, b). Since Q(x) > 0 on 1, x, is a zero of Q of 
even multiplicity, say 2~. By (2.2) 
Since limX+XU / B(x)l/l x - x, Ipz, = co, P(xz)/(xz - x,)“+~ + 0 as 1 --f 33 for 
some sequence (xl} which converges to x, . As a result, lim,_~V P(x)/ 
(x - x,)~~-~ = 0, and x, is a zero of P of multiplicity at least 2~ - 1. Since 
P(x) 3 0 on 1, x, must be a zero of P of even multiplicity. Thus x, is a zero 
of P of multiplicity at least 2~. The case in which x* = x, = a or b is handled 
similarly to the case x* = x, E (a, 6) and is omitted. 
Thus there exist P* EZ-, and Q” E nm with P*(x) 2 0 and Q*(X) > 0 
on I such that 
P(x) _ P*(x) --- 
QCd Q*(x) 
for all x E I with Q(x) f 0. Thus R* = P*/Q* E R+(n, nz). If x E I and 
Q(x) + 0, then 
If(x) - Ran B(x)] = $z I.f(x) - [$j$]‘B(x)[ ,< d. 
By the continuity off - (R*)p B, j[.f- (R*)n B [I < d, and (R*)P B is a best 
approximation toffrom V(p, n, nz). Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
We remark that if M = 0, then V(p, n, m) is a closed subset of a finite 
dimensional subspace of C(I), and thus f has a best approximation from 
V(p, n, 112). So conditions (i) and (ii) can be deleted if m = 0. If nz = 1, 
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then in the proof of Theorem 1, the linear polynomial Q could net vanish 
in (a., 6). Thus if HZ = 1, condition (ii) can be dropped. The next theorem 
indicates that conditions (i) and (ii) are essential when i? 3 2 and n2 > 2. 
THECJREM 2. Let n > 2 and m > 2. If B(x) does not satiy> condition (ij 
of Theorem 1 af some x, = a or b or if B(x) does t?ot safi.$v cof?ditiorz (ii) 54’ 
Theorem 1 at some x, E (a, b), then there is n g E C(I) with g(xj > 0 OIZ J 
such that f = yB does not haue a best approximation from V(p, n? nz). 
Proof. ‘Suppose that for some x, E (a, b) 
The proof in the case that condition (i) is violated at ;u, = n or b is similar 
to the present case and is omitted. In what follows, we shah interpret 
(x - xp as [(x - .qJBIP. By (2.3) we may write 
B(x) = H(x)@ - xp 
where W is continuous on [a, x,) u (xv , b] and j N 1 is upper semicontinuous 
at x, . In addition, we may assume that 1 H(q)1 > 0. For E 2 0, let 
K(x - x,)2 + 
R(x) = (x - x,)2 + E 
1 
where K > 0 is sufficiently large that 
sup j B(x) I+,(x))” 1 = max / H(x)1 [K(x - x>J” + 14” > 3 / H(xo)l. 
XEI XEI 
.X#X, 
Since Bjx,) = 0, v = l,..., s, there is an open interval (a, fi) contained in 1 
which is disjoint from (x, ,..., x,> such that / B(x) k(x)” j > 2 I H(xJ for 
XE(~,/$. Let l=n+nz+2 and select I points c1<e2<..*<El in 
(au: /3). Then ) B(eJ R,(f# [ > 2 / H(x,)l, i = l,..., I, and the B(fJ have 
the same sign. Now let d be such that / H(x,,)l < d < 2 1 H(x,)i. 
We now construct the function g. For i = l,..., i, let g(fi) be given by 
Since / R&J” B(f$ > d, g(si) > 0, i = l,..., E. By the upper semicontinuity 
of H at .Y, , there is a 6 > 0 such that [x, - 6, x, + 6] C I and 
/ B(x) R,(x)~ / = / H(x)/ [K(x - xv)” + l]” .< d 
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for 0 < j x - x;, ] < d We fix Ed > 0 and define 
g(x) = R,“(X)” 
forlx-x,, ,(S.Theng(x)>Ofor/x-xv/ <kForO<Ix-xJc,/ <6; 
and any 0 < E < q, , 
j g(x) B(x) - R,(x)” B(x)1 = I B(x)1 / R,,(.qJ - R,(x)” I 
< / B(x) R,(x)p I < / B(x) R,(x)” i < d. (2.4) 
We finally extend g continuously to all of I so that 
forxEJand 
g(x) > 0 (2.5) 
I d-4 B(x) - &(xP B(x)1 < a! (2.6) 
for x E I\(x,j. This can be accomplished as follows. Let A = if1 ,..., f1 , 
x, - 6, x, + S>, TV = min,,,l g(x) > 0, r2 = Inax,,, d-4, f&4 = n-NT1 , 
R,(x)” - d/l B(x)]), and fi(x) = min{T, , R&)P + d/l B(x)\}. Then fI and jIZ 
are continuous on I\(x, - 8, x, + 6) and fi(x) < g(x) <JZ(x) for x E A. 
By a variant of the Tietze extension theorem, g can be extended continuously 
to I\(x, - 6, xr, + 6) so that fi(x) < g(x) G&x) for x E I\(x, - 6, s, + 8). 
Thus g is continuous on I and satisfies (2.5) for x E I and (2.6) for .‘c E I\(x,). 
We finally show that f = gB does not have a best approximation from 
V(p, II, m). By (2.4), (2.6), and the fact that R, + R, uniformly on I\(x, - 6, 
XT? + s>, 
lim lif - R,pB I/ = d 
E-O+ 
and thus 
REj;i m) Ilf - EJB II d d. 
NOW assume that f has a best approximation (R*)p B from ~(p, M, m) 
where R* E R+(n, m). For i = l,..., 1, 
(- lY[f(&j - R*(&)” WJI 
G IV- CR”)” B II < d = (- lNf(&j - 4,(&P B&j]. 
Thus (-l)i[R(SijP - R&#‘] B(eJ 3 0, i = l,..., 1. Hence, G(-l)i[R*(fJ~ - 
Ro((i)p] > 0, i = 1 ,..., 1, where u is the common sign of the B(ti). Therefore, 
b(-l)i[R*(fi) - R,(fi)] > 0, i = l,..., 1. Letting R* = P*/Q* where P* E T, , 
Q*~nr,, P* > 0 and Q* > 0 on I, we see that 
+l)iP*(&>(& - x77>” - Q*(mmi - &y + 111 3 0 (2.7) 
for i = I,..., I. Since P* (x)(x - x,)2 + Q”(x)[K(.Y - XJ’ f l] EDn+,,: ) (2.7) 
implies that 
P*(x)(x - x,)” - Q”(x>[K(x - .Q + lj = 0. 
Evaluation for x = qI yields Q*(.qJ = 0 which is a coatradiction, Thus f 
does not have a best approximation from i’(p, 11. ET). 
We remark that if the zeros of B are only at a or b, the;1 R, could has;? 
beer, chosen to be in &?(I, l), E > 0. IR this case, the result of Theorem 2 
can be extended to II > 1 and nz 2 1. 
In this section, we state two characterization theorems and a uniqueness 
theorem for best approximations from V(p, ;7, 777). The development of 
these theorems is essentially the same as that OE page 158-163 in Cheney [17, 
and, as a result, we omit the proofs. 
Let R E R+(rz, m) and suppose that g $ R+(IT, 1~). Let 
and y2 = (x E I: R(x) = 0). For x E I, let a(.~) = sgn[g(.vj - R(x?‘]. Note 
that if .Y 5 ye , then U(X) = 1. Let 
The first characterization theorem is of the Kolmogorov pype and holds 
even if the approximants involve generalized rational functions as defined 
on p. 158 of [I] rather than rational functions. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose g # R+(n, m). Then RpB is ci best appr~x~~zat~~~ to 
f = gB,fiom V(p, n, m) ifand only [f there is no g, E U such that c(x) I > 0 
for all x E y1 u 3’2 .
The second characterization theorem is of the alternation type. In light 
of Williams’ characterization theorem [5] and the usual characterization 
results for restricted range approximation, this result is quite natural. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose R = P/Q E R+(n, m) where P/Q is c1 compiete!:. 
reduced representation for R and let 
d = 1 f max{n + deg Q, nz j- deg P> 
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if R + 0 and d = n -/- 1 if R = 0. Then RPB is a best approximation to f 
from V(p, II, m) if and only if there exist d f- 1 poir?ts & < El < a.0 < cd 
in I such that 
(i) 1 f(Ei) - R(&)P B(&)j = [if-- R”B 11 or R(fi) = 0, i = O,..., d, and 
(ii) sgn[g(&) - R(&)“] = -sgn[g(&) - R(&-,)“I, i = l,..., d. 
The uniqueness of best approximations now follows directly from 
Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. The function f = gB has at most one best approximation 
from V(P, n, 4. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The principle results of this paper are that the existence theorem of Taylor 
and Williams [4] extends to the case IZ > 0 and that the conditions of this 
theorem are minimal when IE > 2 and m > 2. In addition, the results of 
Section 3 indicate that Williams’ characterization and uniqueness results [5] 
also extend to the more general setting of this paper. It would be of interest 
to investigate algorithms to find best approximations to f = gB from 
UP, n, 4. 
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